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SUMMARY

Commercialisation (i.e., the process of introducing a new product or technology into commerce or making it available in the market) is considered a promising strategy to scale up the consumption of biofortified foods. To inform the development of effective commercialisation strategies, a systematic assessment of country- and crop-specific value chains is essential to identify success factors, barriers, and opportunities. Tools, such as commercialisation frameworks, that can be used to systematically synthesise and analyse such information have been developed but vary widely across different value chains and sectors. A commercialisation framework specific for public agricultural technologies and goods was recently developed. In this paper, we summarise the process of developing that commercialisation framework and its finding, and discuss its implications for, and application in, efforts to scale up biofortified foods.

The commercialisation framework for agricultural and publicly developed technologies and goods is made up of both a commercialisation process map and cross-cutting success factors (i.e., supply, demand, policy, finance, and development outcomes), and looks at profitability using a commercialisation framework process wheel. As such, it offers two complementary dimensions (placing profitability at the centre) for identifying bottlenecks and accelerators and can be used to identify where interventions can maximise impact. Case studies on fortified wheat flour in the United States and vitamin A-biofortified cassava in Nigeria were used to illustrate how the framework can be used to synthesise and organise the different information about a food product value chain and subsequently analyse it to inform commercialisation strategy decisions.

KEY MESSAGES

- A commercialisation framework is a tool that stakeholders can use to systematically synthesise and analyse information to inform effective commercialisation strategies.

- A commercialisation framework for agricultural and publicly developed technologies and goods, including biofortified foods, has been developed that enables the identification of bottlenecks and accelerators while considering context specific factors in food product value chains.

- As efforts to commercialise biofortified foods move forward, such tools can be used to identify where interventions can maximise impact and inform strategic decision making related to programming and investment opportunities.
BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVES

Biofortification (also called nutrient enrichment) is defined as the process of improving the micronutrient content of staple foods through plant breeding methods and/or agronomic practices (1,2). It was developed in the 1990s as a strategy to sustainably tackle micronutrient deficiencies (2–4). As of 2021, approximately 283 biofortified varieties have been released and are grown by 12.8 million smallholder farming households and consumed by 64 million people in those farming households (5). While the consumption of biofortified among poor rural smallholder farming households in low- and middle-income countries is increasing, consumption by people in households that do not grow their own biofortified crops remains limited and poorly documented.

Generally, the adoption of new crop varieties may take years before substantial increases occur if no external efforts are made to scale up their production and consumption. For biofortified crops, these efforts can be derailed due to various factors such as farmers’ risk aversion, which may prevent them from adopting new biofortified varieties; the benefits of such biofortified foods not being visible; and consumers not being willing to pay more and/or not understanding the advantages of consuming biofortified foods.

As efforts are being made to make biofortified foods available and accessible to non-farming consumers, the overall impact and sustainability of embedding these crops and foods in food systems will ultimately depend on the development of sustainable commercial markets, through commercialisation (6). Commercialisation is the process of introducing a new product or technology into commerce or making it available in the market. In agriculture, commercialisation can be defined as the use of agricultural technologies and goods for sale rather than for home consumption (7). Commercialisation has been considered as a promising and sustainable strategy to scale up the production and consumption of biofortified crops and foods as opposed to cultivating for subsistence and on-farm consumption (1,6,8,9). It can occur not only on the output side of production, with increased marketing of agricultural surpluses, but also on the input side, with increased and improved use of purchased inputs, such as seeds, aimed at producing enough for home consumption as well as a surplus for sale (7,10).

Commercialisation is a complex process involving different dimensions and degrees, with several factors affecting the process. For example, effective institutions, improved infrastructure, knowledge management, adequate incentives, stakeholders’ initiatives, and a conducive and enabling environment (11). It involves the full range of activities that are required to bring a product or service from conception, through intermediary phases of production, to delivery to final consumers (11). When developing commercialisation strategies for public agricultural technologies and goods, including biofortified foods, it is imperative to map out, analyse, and organise information on the value chain processes, such as seed production and distribution, farmer uptake of the new (biofortified) varieties, aggregator and processor uptake and utilisation of the harvested biofortified crops (with effective traceability systems), and consumer uptake of the final food products. To break down these complexities and develop a feasible commercial process map, an in-depth analysis needs to be done to identify potential factors influencing success (i.e., challenges, opportunities, and priorities), which can then inform the development of effective
commercialisation strategies. Several approaches and tools to assess and determine the feasibility of agricultural initiatives exist. However, to our knowledge, there is no existing framework that can be used to synthesise and organise complex information across the full agriculture value chain. The existing approaches focus on single aspects of the chain and therefore have limited effectiveness to inform cross-cutting strategies.

The Commercialisation of Biofortified Crop (CBC) programme, jointly led by the Global Alliance for Improved Nutrition (GAIN) and HarvestPlus, aims to use commercialisation as a key strategy to scale up the production and consumption of six biofortified crops: zinc rice and wheat, iron bean and pearl millet, and vitamin A maize and cassava in six targeted countries in Africa (Kenya, Nigeria, and Tanzania) and Asia (Bangladesh, India, and Pakistan) where micronutrient deficiencies are pervasive (12). As part of the CBC programme’s inception phase, commercialisation viability assessments for the nine country-crop combinations were carried out to inform the design of commercialisation strategies for specific country-crop combinations (13). In parallel, a review of the broader technology and product commercialisation landscape for agricultural and publicly developed technologies and goods was completed to understand relevant commercialisation strategies that have successfully brought publicly developed technologies and products to market at scale (14). Based on that review, a commercialisation framework specific for public agricultural technologies and goods was developed. In this paper, we summarise the process of developing that commercialisation framework and its findings, and discuss their implications for, and application in, the CBC programme and other efforts to scale up biofortified foods.

**METHODOLOGY**

First, we conducted a broad landscape analysis of technology commercialisation initiatives, consisting of a comprehensive literature review and key informant interviews (KIIs) to identify relevant examples. We used the resulting data and insights from some of the technology commercialisation models identified to develop a commercialisation process map and identify success factors. The key focus topics of the review were on technology commercialisation, crop biofortification, agricultural policy, agricultural resources, and technology commercialisation within and outside the agriculture sector. Overall, 111 papers were identified, of which 45 were deemed relevant and reviewed in depth; of these, 15 had highly relevant information and were used and cited. From the literature, we identified 24 potential case study examples, of which 13 were used to develop the commercialisation framework.

Second, we synthesised the evidence collected during the landscape analysis and KIIs into a commercialisation process map and a summary of success factors (the key components of the developed commercialisation framework), to understand their interaction (bottlenecks and enablers); these were then transformed into an overarching commercialisation framework. The resulting commercialisation framework relied heavily on specific case studies, prioritising those that focused on public agricultural technologies that were commercialised through the private sector targeting rural poor consumers. It was also influenced by the availability of
literature, and key informants for the nine country-crop combinations were consulted to inform case prioritisation.

Finally, we applied the commercialisation framework to three cases to demonstrate how it could be used to help analyse different kinds of commercial technologies and products. Two of these cases—the most relevant to biofortification—are discussed here.

A detailed description of the methods, including the literature review and related citations, key informant details, and the results of all three cases studies is available elsewhere (14–16). In this paper, we distil the main findings and their implications.

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

THE COMMERCIALISATION PROCESS MAP

The landscape analysis revealed that many of the identified publications broadly analysed commercialisation processes using illustrative frameworks or process maps. These articles focused on the agricultural value chain but tended to provide generalised processes or focused on research and development steps for various technologies rather than production and sales. For example, a project focusing on early generation seed provided a commercialisation framework that aligned with the agricultural value chain but did not break out specific steps for distribution, marketing, consumption, and the enabling environment (17,18). Additionally, a programme integrating gender and nutrition within agricultural extension services used a technology development pathway in assessing agricultural technologies; however, that pathway stopped at distribution without considering marketing, sales, consumption, and the enabling environment (19). Lastly, a project that focussed on success factors for commercialising agricultural research grouped multiple steps into four broad categories that did not provide enough detail for each step in the process (20,21).

Guided by the learnings from the case study examples, we developed a high-level commercialisation process map that mirrors a value chain and provides a more detailed focus on distribution, marketing, and sales and generalises agricultural inputs, production, and post-harvest (Figure 1). With the aim of barrier identification, the process map breaks out the steps that need to be analysed independently and accounts for the unique nature of seed, stem, and vine products, as well as that of foods. While this map generally represents a commercialisation process that is applicable to bringing any agricultural technology to

![Figure 1. Commercialisation process map for agricultural and publicly developed technologies and goods (source: Development Practice 2019 (15))](image-url)
market, for biofortified crops and foods, seed technologies need to be analysed for farmer uptake of new varieties, aggregator and processor uptake of the harvested crops, and consumer uptake and consumption of the final products.

At the centre of any commercialisation initiative is profitability. We thus developed a complementary commercialisation process wheel that places profitability at the centre of the process map (Figure 2). The commercialisation process wheel can similarly be used for the two independent analyses (sale of improved seed varieties to farmers and sale of improved crops or food to processors and consumers), which ensures that key profitability considerations for smallholder seed out-growers and food producers are included in the commercialisation analysis, in addition to those of private-sector seed companies.

SUCCESS FACTORS FOR COMMERCIALISATION SUCCESS

Success factors apply to multiple steps along the commercialisation process map and fall into five broad categories: supply, demand, policy, finance, and development outcomes (20,21). Signalling these factors is intended to help identify ways to enable commercialisation. We discuss these five categories as broadly applicable to the commercialisation of public agricultural technologies and goods.
SUPPLY

Supply success factors relate to having the production systems and strategic partnerships in place to ensure the product can be supplied at the required quantity, quality, and price. Agricultural supply bottlenecks tend to be more prevalent in earlier phases of the commercialisation process map, such as inputs, production, and manufacture; however, distribution and sales require that strong supply-side systems must also be in place (22). The supply success factors can be further broken down into intellectual property, infrastructure, multiplication capacity, and distribution.

DEMAND

Demand success factors generally relate to creating demand for new products and strengthening markets for commercial sales. Demand must be addressed by clearly understanding the needs of farmers (e.g., agronomic traits of seed varieties) and of food consumers (i.e., their preferred product attributes) and developing the right delivery and sales models to meet those requirements (23). Demand bottlenecks for agricultural goods tend to be more prevalent in the later phases of the process map, such as distribution, marketing, and sales; however, understanding farmer and consumer demand requirements is also key to getting the research, inputs, production, and manufacture phases of the process map correct. The demand success factors can be further broken down into customer demographics, product usage, accessibility and affordability, and information access.

POLICY

Policy success factors generally relate to the establishment of a positive enabling environment, usually in terms of government laws, regulations, and certifications for agricultural and food products (24–27). Services and infrastructure that are publicly provided, such as roads, telecommunications, and health services, are also included. Policy bottlenecks for agricultural goods tend to be most prevalent in the enabling environment phase, which both cuts across the commercialisation process map and captures how individual businesses may be affected by enabling environment factors. The policy success factors can further be broken down into legal and regulatory systems, market regulation, national nutrition strategies, and disaster relief strategies.

FINANCE

Finance success factors relate to ensuring that businesses have access to the working capital needed to establish operations and get new products to market. These factors are generally addressed by accessing financing directly, but they also can be achieved through partnerships that provide capital assets, operational cash flow, and in-kind services. A profitable business model is core to addressing finance bottlenecks. If profitability cannot ultimately be achieved through commercialisation, then different interventions or public financing should be considered for bringing new technologies to consumers. The finance success factors can further be broken down into commercial or impact investments as well as other types of finance (e.g., public finance, blended finance, and public or private microfinance).

DEVELOPMENT OUTCOMES
Development outcome success factors relate to the intended impact or benefits those publicly developed agricultural technologies and goods are meant to create or provide. The degree of impact and the demand for that impact can drive commercialisation if they are high enough. If the technologies or goods being commercialised require longer timeframes to show impact or demonstrate value, or if the impact is not visible to users, then it will be more difficult to create commercial demand, and a publicly financed intervention may be a better approach to raise that demand. The development outcome success factors can further be broken down into intervention scale, target beneficiaries, target indicators, and public sector role.

A detailed description of the success factors, the challenges and opportunities, and related citations is available elsewhere (14). These success factors provide development practitioners with a holistic way to evaluate the potential challenges and opportunities of commercialisation.

COMPLEMENTARITIES OF THE COMMERCIALISATION PROCESS MAP AND SUCCESS FACTORS

When combined, the commercialisation process map shown in Figure 1 and the cross-cutting success factors discussed above offer two complementary dimensions for identifying bottlenecks, best practices, and accelerators. A framework with both components will identify where interventions can maximise impact. Once a commercialisation case has been made, private-sector partners can then be identified based on their unique ability to profitably address the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and constraints of the sector when bringing the specific technology/product to market. Partner selection criteria allow development practitioners to clearly recognise how potential private-sector partners will address identified commercialisation bottlenecks and/or provide needed organisational capacity (28,29). Five key criteria for selecting private-sector partners mirror the five success factors: 1) business model (finance), 2) commercial viability (demand), 3) legal requirements (policy), 4) organisational capacity (supply), and 5) beneficiary impact (development outcomes).

These criteria do not focus only on a company’s technology. Rather, they allow development practitioners to identify partners that can make a strong business case for profitably bringing a new technology to market. For potential partners that are strong in some key areas but do not meet all five criteria, requirements can be prioritised according to the most pressing capacity needs and potential value added to the partnership.

THE COMMERCIALISATION FRAMEWORK

The developed commercialisation framework serves as an analysis tool that overlays the commercialisation process map and the success factors (as its key components) to break down broad and complex information about public agricultural technologies and/or goods and identify what cross-cutting interventions could be used to address multiple bottlenecks.
The framework allows development practitioners to organise their knowledge in a simple, consistent way. By organising information in this way, complex information for different technologies and goods being commercialised in different markets and across different contexts can be systematically analysed and compared to determine catalytic investments and partnerships. There are key data points that can be collected for each step of the commercialisation process map to explain how a technology or good will be able to profitability reach end consumers or where key constraints might hinder that effort. If the analysis fails to yield a compelling profitable business case, then the framework (with additional profitability analysis using the process wheel, Figure 2) can also be used to map a commercialisation initiative’s internal capacity and existing partnerships to identify where new strategic investments or partnerships are needed to achieve market uptake.

APPLICATION OF THE COMMERCIALISATION FRAMEWORK TO TWO RELEVANT CASE STUDIES

CASE STUDY ONE: ENRICHED WHEAT FLOUR IN THE UNITED STATES

Enriched (i.e., industrially fortified) wheat flour in the United States is a historical example of one of the most successful fortification initiatives in the world, allowing the benefit of hindsight to analyse the full trajectory of industry and consumer adoption.

In the 1930s, vitamin-B enriched wheat flour and related products were developed in the US to prevent beriberi and pellagra, diseases caused by vitamin-B deficiency (30,31). Despite their high prevalence, these diseases were not particularly visible, and the public had little awareness of them. Efforts were made to increase demand through public awareness campaigns and public procurement mandates for the military during World War II, but these initially had little effect on consumer demand and willingness to pay. For small mills and bakeries that could not produce enriched products at competitive prices, there was no incentive to enter the market. Large millers, seeing no business sense in fortifying wheat flour, went back to processing non-fortified flour, and ultimately the market for fortified wheat flour and products diminished. Enriched wheat flour and products did not meaningfully take off until after World War II, when the government partnered with national health and science agencies, industry associations, and consumers to create a comprehensive marketing campaign (cutting across multiple points of the process map) that effectively targeted consumers, industry, and legislators. Additionally, state-level legislation for enriched wheat products was eventually passed as public research provided clear evidence on the burden of micronutrient deficiencies and the real impacts of fortified foods and food fortification policy. Federal labelling requirements were also passed, requiring that all unenriched products be labelled as not containing essential vitamins. These initiatives eventually contributed to widespread production and consumption of fortified wheat as well as the elimination of pellagra in the US (30,31).

This example shows the need for strong business cases (profitability) for private-sector uptake. Additionally, it demonstrates the need for public sector/institutional support for effective demand generation. Finally, the case demonstrates how commercialisation is a process that takes time and how synergising the different nodes of the process map by use of
cross-cutting strategies, guided by the commercialisation framework (Figure 1), may shorten the time.

Annex 1 shows the enriched wheat flour commercialisation process map, and Annex 2 illustrates how the commercialisation framework was used to identify demand bottlenecks at the different nodes of the value chain (14,16).

CASE STUDY 2: VITAMIN A CASSAVA IN NIGERIA

Vitamin A cassava in Nigeria is an example of how biofortified cassava stem technology has started to become commercialised without the benefits of legislation.

The first biofortified vitamin A cassava variety was released in Nigeria in 2011 after being developed through a partnership between global and local agricultural research institutions, including the International Institute of Tropical Agriculture (IITA), the National Root Crops Research Institute (NRCRI), and HarvestPlus (32,33). Uptake has made notable progress, driven by farmer, industry, and consumer demand-creation initiatives including government advocacy, a multi-stakeholder media campaign, marketing through multiple media channels, and promotion of the crop through the agricultural extension system (1,32,34–36). Expansion of production and processing through smallholder farmers and micro-enterprises is steady, but slow and limited in scope mainly due to high costs for land and mechanisation. Additionally, processing at all levels is limited by complex processing requirements that restrict the entry of micro-enterprises and by limited availability of inputs. Limited availability of raw materials reflects the limited production and marketing capacity of smallholder farmers as well as the fact that major production areas are not necessarily located near major processing zones and the product is difficult to move, indicating that market uptake can increase once supply challenges are solved.

This case study essentially shows a supply issue, whereby cassava could not be grown or processed in the quantities needed to fulfil and expand demand, despite the existence of a good demand-creation strategy. The commercialisation framework (Figure 1) provides the insight that direct investment into more farm partnerships or better infrastructure for processing could have improved results.

Annex 3 shows the vitamin A cassava commercialisation process map, and Annex 4 illustrates how the commercialisation framework was applied to identify demand challenges (or bottlenecks) at the different nodes of the value chain (14,16).

POTENTIAL USE OF THE COMMERCIALISATION FRAMEWORK IN BIOFORTIFICATION PROGRAMMES

The resulting commercialisation framework tool has the potential to be used by biofortification programmes, such as the CBC programme, and related commercialisation efforts to assess programming, investment, and partnership decisions across priority countries and biofortified crop value chains. In terms of programming, the framework can help to identify at which point(s) along the commercialisation process map bottlenecks occur and what interventions are required. This in turn helps to define priority activities to overcome
those bottlenecks - in the order in which they occur - which then form the basis of a country-crop strategy for commercialising biofortified foods.

In terms of profitability, the framework gives guidance on analysis at two levels (i.e., the production/supply (seed) level and market/demand (crop/food) level) and places the profitability of the initiative at the centre (Figure 2). Profitability analysis can be done at all steps of the process map, looking at the cost of production of seeds, cost of mechanisation, and cost of processing technology, amongst others. Profitability analysis considering economies of scale helps prioritise the biggest barriers to ensure profitability of the commercialisation initiatives.

In terms of investment, understanding success factors across the commercialisation process map can help identify which interventions have the highest potential to result in a commercialised biofortified food product and thus helps support decision-making around resources and funding allocations across priority countries and crops.

In terms of partnership decisions, once a commercialisation case has been made, this framework can help to identify private-sector partners based on their unique ability to profitably address the identified strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and constraints when bringing the biofortified food product to market. The partnership criteria can be used to assess potential private-sector partners needed to fill gaps in organisational capacity.

**CONCLUSIONS**

The commercialisation framework is a tool that stakeholders can use to analyse their commercialisation initiatives in an intuitive and consistent way to guide partnerships and investments for successful market uptake of public agricultural technologies and goods, including biofortified crops and foods. While agri-food value chains show similarities in processes involved in getting new technologies and goods to market, each value chain is unique and needs to be analysed separately to determine value chain-, sector-, and/or product-specific bottlenecks and enablers. Many available commercialisation frameworks only partly examine the value chain and set node-specific strategies. While most stakeholders have information about their sectors, products, and/or technologies, analysing this information to inform cross-cutting commercialisation strategies may be complex; hence, partial or illustrative commercialisation models are preferred. A commercialisation framework that holistically overlays success factors may be beneficial in integrating the full value chain information. For agricultural technologies like biofortification, the framework can be adapted to account for the unique nature of the technology (for example, biofortification has two distinct process paths, for seed and food).

The case studies presented in this paper demonstrate how the commercialisation framework can be used to synthesise and organise the different information in a value chain and subsequently analyse it to inform programming, investment, and partnership decisions. As efforts to commercialise biofortified crops and foods move forward under initiatives like the CBC programme, tools such as the commercialisation framework can be used to guide the development of cross-cutting strategies that have high chances of success.
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# Annex 1. Commercialisation Process Map for Enriched Wheat Flour in the United States

## Enabling Environment
- **Failed government appeals:** used philanthropic and patriotic language and threats of legislation to try to incentivize industry to enrich, but were not effective in pushing adoption.
- **Government-issued mandate:** that all flour must be enriched tried to leverage national defense to address nutrition.
- **No federal labeling requirements:** for enrichment, most efforts at state level and not uniform.

## Product Sales or Home Consumption
- **No health outcome demand:** enriched flour prevented beriberi and pellagra which were not considered health problems by consumers and did not have existing disease burden.
- **Limited health impact:** flour enrichment did not offer an immediate and visible benefit to consumers.

## Marketing
- **Failed campaign:** public marketing information used confusing language to describe benefits of enrichment to prevent unknown diseases, resulting in no increase in consumer demand.
- **Nutritional benefits of the product were not clear or compelling to most consumers.**

## Distribution
- **Distribution networks were already in place and not impacted by the intervention.**

## Processing or Manufacture
- **No economy of scale:** smaller processors could not reach economies of scale without increasing consumer prices.
- **Lack of consumer demand:** incentivized small processors to make non-enriched products at lower prices than enriched products so that and larger processors reversed production of enriched products.
- **No profitable business model:** to justify the investment needed for processing enriched flour.

## Production or Value Add
- **Production processes were already in place and not impacted by the intervention.**

## Raw Material or Inputs
- **Procurement processes were already in place and not impacted by the intervention.**

## Research and Development
- **Low priority health outcome:** vitamin-B enriched flour prevented beriberi and pellagra which were not considered common public health problems.
- **No existing target market:** case for enrichment was not existing disease burden, but as insurance against future deficiencies.
### ANNEX 2. APPLICATION OF THE COMMERCIALISATION FRAMEWORK TO IDENTIFY BOTTLENECKS FOR ENRICHED WHEAT FLOUR IN THE UNITED STATES (16)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research and Development</th>
<th>Raw Material or Inputs</th>
<th>Production or Value Add</th>
<th>Processing or Manufacture</th>
<th>Distribution</th>
<th>Marketing</th>
<th>Product Sales or Home Consumption</th>
<th>Enabling Environment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>SUPPLY</strong></td>
<td><strong>SUPPLY</strong></td>
<td><strong>SUPPLY</strong></td>
<td><strong>SUPPLY</strong></td>
<td><strong>SUPPLY</strong></td>
<td><strong>SUPPLY</strong></td>
<td><strong>SUPPLY</strong></td>
<td><strong>SUPPLY</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DEMAND</strong></td>
<td><strong>DEMAND</strong></td>
<td><strong>DEMAND</strong></td>
<td><strong>DEMAND</strong></td>
<td><strong>DEMAND</strong></td>
<td><strong>DEMAND</strong></td>
<td><strong>DEMAND</strong></td>
<td><strong>DEMAND</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prevented beriberi and pellagra which were not considered common public health problems</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Small processors incentivized to make cheaper nonenriched products, larger processors reversed enriched production</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Marketing info about benefits of enrichment was confusing and focused on preventing unknown diseases</td>
<td>Government-issued wartime mandate that all flour must be enriched to leverage national defense to address nutrition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>POLICY</strong></td>
<td><strong>POLICY</strong></td>
<td><strong>POLICY</strong></td>
<td><strong>POLICY</strong></td>
<td><strong>POLICY</strong></td>
<td><strong>POLICY</strong></td>
<td><strong>POLICY</strong></td>
<td><strong>POLICY</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FINANCE</strong></td>
<td><strong>FINANCE</strong></td>
<td><strong>FINANCE</strong></td>
<td><strong>FINANCE</strong></td>
<td><strong>FINANCE</strong></td>
<td><strong>FINANCE</strong></td>
<td><strong>FINANCE</strong></td>
<td><strong>FINANCE</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No business model (profitability) to justify the investment needed for processing enriched flour</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OUTCOMES</strong></td>
<td><strong>OUTCOMES</strong></td>
<td><strong>OUTCOMES</strong></td>
<td><strong>OUTCOMES</strong></td>
<td><strong>OUTCOMES</strong></td>
<td><strong>OUTCOMES</strong></td>
<td><strong>OUTCOMES</strong></td>
<td><strong>OUTCOMES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case for enrichment was not disease burden, rather as insurance against future deficiencies</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nutritional benefits of the product were not clearly marketed or compelling to most consumers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Limited health impact as flour enrichment did not offer an immediate and visible benefit to consumers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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ANNEX 3. COMMERCIALISATION PROCESS MAP FOR VITAMIN A CASSAVA IN NIGERIA (16)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research and Development</th>
<th>Raw Material or Inputs</th>
<th>Production or Value Add</th>
<th>Processing or Manufacture</th>
<th>Distribution</th>
<th>Marketing</th>
<th>Product Sales or Home Consumption</th>
<th>Enabling Environment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sale of Improved Stems to Farmers</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Improved varieties: for farmer preferred traits around pest &amp; disease resistance and high yields</td>
<td>• Limited availability and affordability of land near optimal production areas</td>
<td>• Inadequate small-scale production for larger scale volume processing requirements</td>
<td>• High up-front processing costs are prohibitive for small and medium scale farmers to do on-farm processing</td>
<td>• Rural production is far from purchasers</td>
<td>• GMO concern due to misperceptions related to color and legal GMO trials of project partners</td>
<td>• Yellow color is a new trait: preferences for white varieties vary by state</td>
<td>• Federal level promotion through agriculture and nutrition policies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Significant public resources for studies around seed traits for farmers and consumers</td>
<td>• Extension services: directly promoting in pilot areas for SHF</td>
<td>• High costs for mechanization to expand production</td>
<td>• For distance to processors limit off-farm processing opportunities</td>
<td>• Bulky, heavy, product is difficult to transport to processors and markets</td>
<td>• Initial free distribution of stems</td>
<td>• Home consumption and informal markets: limit commercial availability and sales</td>
<td>• Limited state level promotion particularly in the North and non-pilot states</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Farmer-to-Farmer seed promotion</td>
<td>• Availability of root stock is growing, but still limited</td>
<td>• Few large-scale producers are producing</td>
<td>• Farmer-to-farmer stem distribution</td>
<td>• Broad based media campaign to promote nutrition benefits</td>
<td>• Perception that cassava is a staple-not commercial-crop</td>
<td>• Limited investment activity in main production areas and for cassava</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **Sale of Biofortified Food Products to Consumers** | | | | | | | |
| • Extensive and expensive processing systems needed for cassava: which limits processing capacity for micro-enterprises making final food products | • Limited, consistent supply of vitamin A biofortified cassava and/or flour since production is mostly small-scale | • N/A redundant step to processing/manufacture | • High up-front processing costs are prohibitive for micro-enterprises to directly process cassava | • Proximity to end markets | • Many market channels and possible customer segments: including different requirements and standards between urban and rural customers | • Yellow color is a nutritious trait: preferences for white gari vary, but nutritious foods are trending in a way that promotes yellow | • Federal level promotion through agriculture and nutrition policies |
| • Cost prohibitive, extensive processing required to mill raw cassava into flour and other products | • Cost-prohibitive, extensive processing required to mill raw cassava into flour and other products | • High up-front processing costs are prohibitive for micro-enterprises to directly process cassava | • Micro-enterprises support programs and investments are growing, but still relatively limited | • Large country with varying quality infrastructure add complexity to any national distribution plans | • Federal level promotion through agriculture and nutrition policies | • Limited state level promotion particularly in the North and non-pilot states |
### ANNEX 4. APPLICATION OF THE COMMERCIALISATION FRAMEWORK TO IDENTIFY BOTTLENECKS FOR VITAMIN A CASSAVA IN NIGERIA (16)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research and Development</th>
<th>Raw Material or Inputs</th>
<th>Production or Value Add</th>
<th>Processing or Manufacture</th>
<th>Distribution</th>
<th>Marketing</th>
<th>Product Sales or Home Consumption</th>
<th>Enabling Environment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>SUPPLY</strong></td>
<td><strong>SUPPLY</strong></td>
<td><strong>SUPPLY</strong></td>
<td><strong>SUPPLY</strong></td>
<td><strong>SUPPLY</strong></td>
<td><strong>SUPPLY</strong></td>
<td><strong>SUPPLY</strong></td>
<td><strong>SUPPLY</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extensive and expensive processing systems needed for cassava</td>
<td>Limited availability &amp; affordability of land</td>
<td>Inadequate small-scale production for larger scale volume processing requirements</td>
<td>High up-front processing costs are prohibitive for small scale farmers and limited number of large-scale processors</td>
<td>Proximity to end markets</td>
<td>Multiple sales channels and possible customer segment requires differentiated product delivery</td>
<td>Home consumption and informal markets limit commercial availability and sales</td>
<td>Federal level programs to promote and improved nutritious production</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DEMAND</strong></td>
<td><strong>DEMAND</strong></td>
<td><strong>DEMAND</strong></td>
<td><strong>DEMAND</strong></td>
<td><strong>DEMAND</strong></td>
<td><strong>DEMAND</strong></td>
<td><strong>DEMAND</strong></td>
<td><strong>DEMAND</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved varieties: for farmer preferred traits around post &amp; disease resistance and high yields</td>
<td>Farmer-to-Farmer seed promotion is growing but still limited</td>
<td>Farmer-to-farmer stem distribution</td>
<td>Farmer-to-farmer stem distribution</td>
<td>GMO concern due to misperceptions related to color and partner programs</td>
<td>Initial free stems</td>
<td>Yellow color is a new trait: preferences for white varieties varies by state</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>POLICY</strong></td>
<td><strong>POLICY</strong></td>
<td><strong>POLICY</strong></td>
<td><strong>POLICY</strong></td>
<td><strong>POLICY</strong></td>
<td><strong>POLICY</strong></td>
<td><strong>POLICY</strong></td>
<td><strong>POLICY</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Large country with varying quality infrastructure add complexity to any national distribution plans</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Limited state level promotion particularly in the North and non-pilot states</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FINANCE</strong></td>
<td><strong>FINANCE</strong></td>
<td><strong>FINANCE</strong></td>
<td><strong>FINANCE</strong></td>
<td><strong>FINANCE</strong></td>
<td><strong>FINANCE</strong></td>
<td><strong>FINANCE</strong></td>
<td><strong>FINANCE</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost-prohibitive, expensive processing required to mill raw cassava into flour</td>
<td>High costs for mechanization</td>
<td>Limited Investment capital for large scale production</td>
<td>High up-front processing costs are prohibitive for small and medium scale farmers and microenterprises</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Limited investment activity in main production areas and for cassava</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OUTCOMES</strong></td>
<td><strong>OUTCOMES</strong></td>
<td><strong>OUTCOMES</strong></td>
<td><strong>OUTCOMES</strong></td>
<td><strong>OUTCOMES</strong></td>
<td><strong>OUTCOMES</strong></td>
<td><strong>OUTCOMES</strong></td>
<td><strong>OUTCOMES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Significant public resources for studies around seed traits for farmers and consumers</td>
<td>Extension services: directly promoting in pilot areas for SHF</td>
<td>Micro-enterprises support programs and investments are growing but still relatively limited</td>
<td>Broad based media campaign to promote nutritional benefits</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yellow color is a nutritious trait: growing in popularity, although preferences for white gari still vary</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>